
Most powerful combination of air purifying technology:
HPP+ Electrostatic Film, UV Light, Ultra-Plasma Ion Filter, and Antiviral Filter Mesh.

Removes 99.8% of airborne particulates and allergens
Tri-layer HPP+ filtration: Antiviral Mesh, Electrostatic Film, Activated Carbon
Sleek 6-stage purification system

CLEAN AIR
AND BEYOND



ANTIVIRAL
FILTER CARTRIDGE
Tested and verified HPP+ Antivirus Filter Mesh for
99.94% reduction of SARS-CoV-2 (Omicron/B.1.1.529 Variant)*

Key Features

User-friendly design — Built-in Air Quality Sensor, Night Mode, Child Lock,
and HPP+ Filter Change Indicator
Helps rid your home of harmful e-smog with Amezcua Card
Covers up to 36 sqm of indoor space
Minimalist, stylish and lightweight design
Allergy-friendly product, tested and certified by
European Centre for Allergy Research Foundation (ECARF)

** HPP+ Filter must be replaced every 6 months 

* Disclaimer: HomePure Limited accepts no liability and claims whatsoever for
the representations and/or warranties, whether expressed or implied, to the safety,
reliability, durability, and/or performance of any of the company's products. 

Developed in Switzerland
Manufactured in South Korea

Removes large particles, such as dust, pet dander, and pollen.Stage 1: Prefilter

Chemically dissolves and eliminates over 99% of viruses, bacteria,
and germs in the air; converts contaminants into safe H2O.

Stage 2: Ultra-Plasma Ion Filter

Filtration Layer 1 of new tri-layer HPP+ Filter:
Reduces viable viral particles in the air by 99.94%, including SARS-CoV-2
(Omicron/B.1.1.529 Variant). 

Stage 3: Antiviral Filter

Filtration Layer 3 of new tri-layer HPP+ Filter:
Eliminates unpleasant odours, gasses, and vapours.

Stage 5: Activated Carbon Filter

Eliminates germs, bacteria, and viruses that have not been dissolved
by the Ultra-Plasma Ion Filter; UV light is safe for the human body
and has excellent antibacterial capabilities. 

Stage 6: Ultraviolet (UV) Light

Filtration Layer 2 of new tri-layer HPP+ Filter: 
Eliminates airborne  particles as small as 0.1 microns, as well as
microscopic organisms, viruses, bacteria, fungi, moulds, and dust mites;
removes toxic vapours and other harmful gasses, such as VOCs,
formaldehyde, and carbon monoxide.

Stage 4: Electrostatic Film
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Purifies indoor air by eliminating 99.8% of airborne particulates, allergens,
viruses, bacteria, fungi, bad odours, and Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs)
Uses a powerful 6-stage purification system with tri-layer HPP+ filtration
to clean the air you breathe, before you breathe it


